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A PERIODICALLY FORCED PIECEWISE 
LINEAR OSCILLATORt 
S. W. SHAW AND P. J. HoLMEs 
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Comell University, Ithaca, 
New York 14853, U.S.A. 
A single-degree of freedom non-linear oscillator is considered. The non-linearity is in 
the restoring force and is piecewise linear with a single change in slope. Such oscillators 
provide models for mechanical systems in which components make intermittent contact. 
A limiting case in which one slope approaches infinity, an impact oscillator, is also 
considered. Harmonic, subharmonic, and chaotic motions are found to exist and the 
bifurcations leading to them are analyzed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Mechanical systems in which moving components make intermittent contact with each 
other often give rise to equations of motion containing piecewise linear terms. Such 
systems have been the subject of several investigations, because of the apparently simple 
nature of the non-linearity. Standard texts on non-linear oscillations such as those of 
Minorsky [1] and Andronov et al. [2] contain analyses of these systems, although only 
free oscillations are considered. In contrast, periodically forced systems with non-linear 
restoring forces are studied in the present paper. Single degree of freedom oscillators 
of this type were studied by Maezawa and Furukawa [3] and Dragoni and Repaci [ 4], 
who considered symmetric restoring forces. The non-symmetric case with linear damping 
is to be considered in the present paper. Maezawa [5] and Maezawa et al. [6] previously 
studied the harmonic and superharmonic response of such a system using a Fourier series 
method. Klotter [7] obtained harmonic motions of several piecewise linear systems using 
a Galerkin method, but the stability of these harmonic solutions was not discussed. 
Thompson [8] has studied harmonic and subharmonic motions using numerical methods. 
An experimental investigation of both symmetric and non-symmetric restoring forces 
has been done by Robinson [9], who has observed many of the phenomena we analyze 
in this paper. Moreover, such piecewise linear systems have not been used to model the 
motion of beams with non-linear boundary conditions [10-12]. 
When one stiffness approaches infinity the system becomes an impact oscillator. Senator 
[13] studied such a system with a constant restoring force and energy loss upon impact. 
He discussed single impact periodic motions and their stability. Holmes [14] considered 
a similar system (a mass bouncing on a vibrating table) and found not only harmonic 
and subharmonic motions, but also bounded non-periodic "chaotic" ones. The impact 
oscillator considered here was studied in detail using numerical methods by Thompson 
[15, 16]. He found cascades of period doubling bifurcations from harmonic and subhar-
monic solutions, apparently leading to non-periodic motions. These period doubling 
bifurcations se<'m similar to those found in one dimensional maps [17, 18]. 
t This work was supported by NSF Grant MEA-80-17570. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 
2.1. THE GENERAL SYSTEM 
Consider the simple system shown in Figure 1. A mass m is attached to a linear spring 
of stiffness k1 and a linear dashpot with damping factor c. When the displacement, x, 
Figure 1. The physical system. 
exceeds a certain value, xo, a second linear spring, k2 , contacts m. Without loss of 
generality one can assume xo ~ 0. The two springs give rise to an overall restoring force 
which is piecewise linear. When the system is externally excited by a harmonic force, 
the non-dimensionalized equation of motion may be written as 
x +2ai +H(x) =/3 cos (wt), (1) 
where 
H( ) _ { x, x <x0} 
X - •2 (1 •2) ' 
W X + - W Xo, X ~ Xo 
w2 is the stiffness ratio (kt +k2)/kt = w'!/w~. a is the damping coefficient, which we 
shall generally assume to be less than 1 (subcritical}, fJ is the forcing amplitude, and w 
is the forcing frequency. An overdot indicates differentiation with respect to the non-
dimensional time t. Figure 2(a) shows the function H (x ). 
-I o x0 
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Figure 2. (a) Restoring force H (x) vs. displacement x ; (b) undamped (a = 0), unforced (6 = 0) phase portrait, 
velocity (y) vs. displacement; (c) frequency w" vs. amplitude XMAX· 
Local solutions of this equation are known explicitly on each side of x = xo. Such 
solutions can be repeatedly matched at x = xo to obtain a global solution of equation 
(1). Piecing together these known solutions is not directly possible however, since, as 
will be seen, the times of flight in each region cannot be found in closed form. 
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The two equations are 
x+2a.i+x =~ cos(wt) forx~xo, 
x + 2a.i +w 2x + (1-w 2)x0 = (3 cos (wt) for x ;:a:xo. 
The solution to equation (3) based at x(t0 ) = x 0 and .i(t0 ) == y0 , for a< 1, is 
x+(t; to, y0 ) = e -a(t-ro)[A+ cos (fl+(t- to))+ B+ sin (fl+(t- to)] 
(2) 
(3) 
+ 'Y+ cos (wt) + 8+ sin (wt)- xo(1- ci/)/w 2, (4) 
where 'Y+ = (w 2-w2)~/J+, 8+ =(2aw )~/J+, J+ = (w 2 -w2) 2 + (2aw)2, n! = w2 -a2, 
A+= --y+co-8+so+ xo/w 2 , B+ = (1/fl+)[yo+axo/w 2 +so{'Y+W -8+a) -eo(y+a +8+w )], 
c0 = cos (wt0), and so= sin (wto). 
Similarly the solution of equation (2) based at x (t1) = x 0 and .i (t1) = Y1 is 
X-(t; t~, y1) = e -a<r-r•tA_ cos (ll-(t- ft)) + B- sin (ll-(t- tt))] + 'Y- cos (wt) +8- sin (wt), 
(5) 
where 'Y-=O-w 2)/3/.d-, 8-=(2aw)P/.d-, .;i_=(l-w2) 2 +(2aw)2 , n~ =l-a 2 , A-= 
xo-'Y-CI -8_sh B- = (1/fl-)[Yt +axo+St('Y-W -8-a) -ct(y_a +8-w )], c1 =cos {wt1), 
and s1 ==sin (wt1). 
The difficulty in joining solutions (4) and (5) together to obtain the global solution is 
that the crossing times (when x(ti) = xo) are not known explicitly. These times are roots 
of the equations 
(6, 7) 
When ~ = 0 and a = 0, the unforced, undamped system has a phase portrait like that 
shown in Figure 2(b). The phase plane is filled with a continuous family of closed orbits. 
For Xmax<x0 the orbits are simple harmonic motions of period 27T. For Xmax>x0 the 
orbits consist of two pieces of ellipses jointed at x = xo. The natural frequency of oscillation 
as a function of amplitude is shown in Figure 2(c). It is 1 up to X mu:= xo and then begins 
to increase. As the amplitude becomes large, the frequency approaches an asymptotic 
value, since the gap (between x = 0 and x0) becomes negligible. This asymptotic value 
is obtained from the case xo = 0, considered below, since for large amplitude motions 
lxmaxl » lxol. 
The reader should note that orbits are once differentiable along x:::: xo. This result is 
obtained directly from equation (1), and follows from the Lipschitz-continuity of the 
function H(x). Henceforth we shall adopt the notation that y = .i. 
2.2. THE Xo = 0 CASE 
In the x0 = 0 case the forcing amplitude may be scaled out by letting x -+ px. Also in 
this case the unforced system has a natural frequency which is independent of the 
amplitude of oscillation. This is an important difference between this and most other 
non-linear systems (including the x0 ~ 0 case). The damped natural frequency in this 
case becomes 
(8) 
where n: = 1-a2 and n! =w2 -a 2• The undamped natural frequency is obtained by 
setting a = 0 in equation (8) and is 
w" = 2w/(1 +w). (9) 
The undamped, unforced phase plane for this case is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Phase portrait for a = 0, {3 = 0, x0 = 0. 
2.3. THE IMPAcr LIMIT 
When k2 ~ oo the resulting system will be referred to as an impact oscillator [15, 16]. 
Letting e = 1 I c;J and rescaling equation ( 1) yields, for x > x 0 , 
(10) 
where w = w/w+ and -r = w+t. The solution in this rescaled time variable is (cf. equation 
(4)) 
(11) 
The total time spent in x > xo may be computed by solving for the first root -r1 > -r0 of 
x(-r1)=xo. Letting -r1=T10+eTu+O(e
2
) and solving, one obtains -r1=-ro+1r+O(e 2). 
Hence, from equation (11), if the velocity at impact is y0 , immediately after the impact 
it is 
(12) 
The factor (1-ae'IT) is the leading part of the Taylor series expansion of the exponential 
damping decay e -o:ur and represents a loss of energy during impact. In what follows we 
shall denote this coefficient of restitution as rand write 
(13) 
thus obtaining the standard impact rule (cf. reference [19]). Although as derived here 
r = 1 - 0 (e), we shall generalize and allow r to range from 0 to 1. This allows us to 
account for other losses during the impact. 
3. THE POINCARE SECI'ION AND RETURN MAP 
To study equations of this type we shall employ the method of a Poincare section. 
For a one degree of freedom periodically forced oscillator one has a three dimensional 
extended phase space with co-ordinates (x, y, t). The vector field defined by equation 
(1) is easily seen to be 2Tr/w periodic in t. A natural place to slice this space is at the 
points of discontinuity in stiffness: i.e., at x = xo. We define the Poincare section as 
I = {(x, y, t)lx = Xo, y > 0}. (14) 
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Orbits in the phase space will be studied by considering the mapping 
P:I-.I (15) 
induced by solutions of equation (1). Figure 4 shows the phase space and the section I. 
This section is used since the solutions of the linear equations are known explicitly on 
t:Q 
Figure 4. Phase space (x, y, t) showing the Poincare section .I. Note the 21r/w periodicity in t. 
each side of I. It should be noted that the flow of the differential equation is everywhere 
transverse to I. This is easily seen by considering the vector field in (x, y, t) space on I 
given by 
i =y, y = -2ay + x 0 + {3 cos (wt), i = 1. (16) 
for y > 0, i :;t 0 and thus the flow is transverse to I. However, P is not always well 
defined and is not generally "onto", since some points in I are mapped onto the line 
x = y = 0. This leads to discontinuities in the mapping, as will be seen. 
The section I considered here should be distinguished from the more common section 
[20] 
_Eto = {(x, y, t)Jt =to, mod 2'1T'/w }. (17) 
On I to a point which is mapped on to itself after k iterates of the return map pto: I to-. I'o 
is known to correspond to a (subharmonic) orbit with period k(2'1T'/w) for the differential 
equation. In contrast, points on I are never mapped back to themselves, since the t 
(time) co-ordinate continues to increase linearly. Periodic (subharmonic) orbits corre-
spond to points (y, i) with images P(y, i) = (y, i + 2'1T'k/w ); if k = 1 one has a harmonic 
(period 2'1T'/ w) response. Note that orbits of the same period k (2'1T'/ w) might contain 
different numbers of impacts in the same time 2'1T'k/ w. In what follows we are mainly 
concerned with single impact, period k motions. However, in both cases, the stability 
of periodic points of the return map is the same as the stability of the corresponding 
orbits, and bifurcations of these orbits may be studied by considering bifurcations of the 
periodic points of the return map. 
The mapping P cannot be written down explicitly. Consider an orbit starting at point 
0 =(to, Yo) as shown in Figure 4. From point 0 to point 1 = (tt, Yt) the motion is governed 
by equation (4) (note that point 1 is not in I but is in {(x, y, t)lx = x 0 , y < 0}). Here one 
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must solve equation (6) for the x0 crossing time ft. 
(18) 
where ft is the first root larger than t0 • Once tt has been determined then one can 
immediately compute 
(19) 
and point 1 has been determined. A similar procedure but with the solution x_(t; ftt y1) 
of equation (5) takes the orbit from point 1 to point 2. The mapping P can then be 
written schematically as a difference equation in the form 
(20) 
Here the functions f and g are necessarily 21T I w periodic in tn, but since their nature 
depends on the roots of transcendental equations, they cannot be written down explicitly. 
This implies that, in general, periodic points of the map cannot be analytically determined. 
It will be seen, however, that in the impact limit certain periodic orbits can be found 
analytically, and even in the general case one can study the behavior of some of the 
periodic points without explicitly finding them. This is done by examining their stability 
and the bifurcations they undergo. 
4. PERIODIC ORBITS AND LOCAL BIFURCATIONS 
4.1. GENERAL CASE 
The stability of a periodic point is determined by the eigenvalues of the first derivative 
of the map evaluated at that point. Bifurcations occur when the linearized map is 
degenerate: i.e., at least one eigenvalue has unit modulus [21]. We denote a period one 
point by (i, y) where 
t = !Ci, 9)-21r I w, 
The first derivative of the map DP is given by 
at at 
y = g(i, y). 
DP = at ay ~f [a({, g)]. 
ag ag a(t, y) 
at ay 
(21) 
(22) 
DP can be computed directly by using implicit differentiation. We outline that calculation 
here. 
Differentiating equation (18) with respect to to and Yo, using equation (4), gives 
att!a(to, Yo), as follows: 
where 
att -e -a(rt - ro> 
-ay-o = n+Yt s+, (23, 24) 
Next, taking derivatives of equation (19) using the first time derivative of equation (4) 
and equations (16), (23) and (24) gives 
(25) 
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ayt e -a<tt-to> 
-= il [fl+YtC+-Nts+], (26) 
ayo +Yt 
where Nt == /JCt -ayt-xo, and Ct =cos (wtt). Equations (23)-(26) give the four com-
ponents of [a(tt, Yt)/a(to, YoH 
A similar calculation carried out between points 1 and 2 yields [a(t2, Yz)fa(tt, YtH One 
simply replaces the subscripts 0, 1, and + by 1, 2, and -, respectively, in equations 
(23)-(26). 
From the chain rule one has 
[ 
a(f, g) ] [a(t2, y2)] [a(t2, Y2)] [a(t~, Yt)J 
a(to, Yo) = a(to, Yo) == a(t~, Yt) a(to, Yo) ' 
(27) 
and equation (27) then gives the desired components of DP: 
at/ato = at2/ato 
= [e -a<t2 - 10>/il+fl-Y2][ -s+s- (il!y0 ) +s_c+(il~o) +s+c-(il-No) +c+c-(fl+il-yo)], 
(28) 
iJffiJy0 == at2/ayo = [e -a<t2 - 10> /il+il-Yz][ -s-c+il+ -s+c_fl_], (29) 
agjato = ay2/at0 = [e-a<t2 -'o> /fl+fl-Yz][s+s-(il'2_y2No-fl!yoN2) 
+fl+s-c+(NoN2+il'2_yoyz)+il_s+c-(NoNz+il!yoY2) 
+n+n_c+c-(yoNz-YzNo)], (30) 
iJg/iJy0 = iJy2/iJyo = [e -1!1<,2 -to> /fl+il-Yz][ -s+s-(fl'2__yz) -s_c+(il~z) -s+c-(fl_Nz) 
where c_ =cos (il-(t2 - lt)), and s- =sin (il_(t2 - lt)). This matrix has the determinant 
(32) 
and trace 
T = [e -a<t2 -'o> /il+fl-Yzi-s+s-(yofl! + yzil:_)+s_c+il+(No-Nz) 
+ s+c_{l_(No-Nz) + c+c-fl+fl- (yo + yz)]. (33) 
One can now evaluate D and T on a period one orbit: i.e., one sets Y2 = Yo and 
tz- to= 21r/w to obtain 
D- _ -4-rra/w T- _ -2wa/""[- {(il~ +fl2__)} 2 ] - e , - e S+S- fl +fl _ + C+C- • (34, 35) 
i5 and t determine the eigenvalues A1 of DP evaluated on the period one point via the 
expression 
At,2 =!(t±Jt2-4D). (36) 
These eigenvalues determine the stability of the period one point [21, 22]. If At and A2 
lie inside the unit circle C, then the fixed point is stable, while if either one lies outside 
C the fixed point is unstable. As one varies the system parameters, eigenvalues may 
pass through the unit circle, at which point a bifurcation occurs. Note that since A 1A2 = jj 
and J5 < 1, the only possible way for an eigenvalue to pass through C is either through 
+1 or through -1: i.e., no Hopf bifurcations to doubly periodic motions can occur [21]. 
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The condition that A= ±1. from equation (36). is 
I5~t+1 =0. (37) 
Using equations (34) and (35) in (37) one obtains 
e-4Tra/w~2 e-2Tra/w[-fls+s-+c+c-J+ 1 = 0, (38) 
where n =!{(n! +fl~)/fl+fl-}. This equation is quadratic in e-2TI'~/w and, in order for 
a and w to be real and positive, it must have real roots between 0 and 1. This gives a 
necessary condition for a(,\ = ±1) bifurcation to occur: 
{39) 
Up to this point no assumptions or approximations have been made. 
Equation (38) for the bifurcation condition can now be examined. Note that the 
equation depends on the system parameters a, w, and w while it is apparently independent 
of x 0 and {3. However, it is also important to note that equation (38) contains the terms 
s± and c± which depend on the times of flight (t1 -to) and (t2-tt), and hence implicitly 
upon x0 and {3 as well as the other parameters. This presents a difficulty, since the times 
of flight are not known (although (t2 - to)= 21T/w is known). The values of to, ft, and t2 
are determined by the system parameters, but through the unknown functions f and g 
(equation (20)). 
We now make an important assumption regarding these times of flight based on 
observations of numerical sirnulations of the system. This assumption appears valid only 
for x0 small compared with the maximum amplitude of the period one orbit. It was observed 
that the times of flight for a period one orbit are distributed approximately as in the 
unforced problem. (Thus, the orbit spends less time on the side of x0 with the greater 
stiffness than it does on the side with smaller stiffness.) We assume, based on these 
observations, that for x0 small, 
Using equations (40) one obtains 
def 
s+ = S- = sin ( 1Tfln/ w) = s, 
def 
C+ = C- =COS (1Tfln/w) = C. 
Using equations (41) in equation (38) then gives 
e-4Tra/w ~ 2 e-2TrOt/w[ -Jis2 +c2] + 1 = 0, 
an expression involving only a, w, and w. Also, condition (39) becomes 
±(c2 -iis2 ) > 1. 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
One therefore sees immediately that, since 0 ::e;; c2 ::e;; 1 and .tis2 ;:;3!: 0, only the ,\ = -1 
bifurcation is possible (under our assumption regarding the times of flight). This is a flip 
bifurcation [21], in which a period two orbit branches out from the bifurcation point, 
generally in one of two ways. Figure 5(a) shows a supercritical flip bifurcation in which 
a stable period two orbit appears and the period one orbit becomes unstable. Figure 
5 (b) shows a subcritical flip bifurcation in which an unstable period two orbit merges 
with the stable period one orbit and an unstable period one orbit remains. Higher order 
terms must be computed to determine which type of bifurcation occurs. 
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Figure 5. A (a) supercritical and (b) subcritical flip bifurcation. 
The bifurcation condition (42) for the A = -1 case can be solved fore - 2TrOJ./w and then 
for a I w to obtain 
(44) 
We have taken the "minus" root of the quadratic since it is the one that gives a, w > 0. 
Note that a and w appear in both sides of this equation. It may be solved numerically 
by choosing w and w and solving for the corresponding bifurcation value of a by a 
simple root finding method. This was done for several values of w over a range of w 
and the results are shown in Figure 6 as curves in (a, w/w,.) space for several values of 
w=4·o 
0 0·25 
Figure 6. A = -1 bifurcation curves for finite stiffness ratio, shown in (a, w/ (IJ") space for values of w. 
w. For w = 1· 5 the region in which the period one orbit is unstable is shaded. Note that 
as w ~ 1, these curves collapse around the point a= 0, w/wn = 2. This agrees with the 
known result that A = -1 for the linear oscillator only at that point. In order to determine 
the type of ftip bifurcation which occurs as a bifurcation curve is crossed, we now consider 
a special case. 
Making the assumption that the forcing frequency w is almost twice the value of the 
natural frequency n,., i.e., (J) = 2n,. + E' le I« 1' one obtains 
s =sin (1Tfln/w) = 1 + O(e2 ) and c =cos (1Tfln/w) = O(e ). (45) 
This, along with the small damping assumption a« 1, reduces equation (44) to the simple 
expression 
(46) 
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A computation using center manifold methods, outlined in the Appendix, shows that 
this bifurcation is supercritical. Therefore a stable period two orbit exists just below the 
bifurcation curves shown in Figure 6. _ 
In carrying out this analysis, we have assumed that a period one orbit exists. This 
follows from a simple continuation argument. When w = 1, one has a linear oscillator 
and a unique (harmonic) 2'1T'/ w periodic solution exists for w ¥- 1. Moreover, if a> 0, 
this orbit is stable and will therefore continue to exist for w close to one, since the map 
P has a stable period one point for w = 1, at which (Id-DP) is invertible. Use of the 
implicit function theorem [23] then implies that P continues to have a period one point 
for w near one. The only way in which this orbit can cease to exist, as w increases, is 
by coalescence with another (unstable) period one motion [21] in which case an eigenvalue 
of DP evalued at the orbit would reach+ 1. But we have shown that (under our time of 
flight assumption) this cannot occur. Therefore a period one orbit exists for all w. The 
numerical results shown below, and analysis of the w -+ oo limit, bear this out. 
The times of flight assumption (40) is approximately true only for x0 small compared 
to the maximum amplitude of the period one orbit. For Xo ¥- 0, as w is increased, this 
orbit will shrink and eventually become simply the steady state solution of equation (2). 
The value of w at which this occurs can be determined by setting x0 equal to the maximum 
amplitude of that steady solution and solving the resulting equation for w. 
For large damping, a >w > 1, one must use the overdamped solutions of equations 
(2) and (3). A calculation of DP in that case proceeds just as in the undamped (a < 1 < w) 
case. When the damping becomes very large, a »w, and x 0 is very small (x 0 = 0(1/a 2)), 
it can be shown that 
t = 1- ('TT'/2aw )(1 + w2) + 0(1/ a 2), 
while I5 is exponentially small. Thus the eigenvalues are, from equation (36), 
A 1 = 0 and A 2 = t, 
(47) 
(48) 
up to exponentially small terms. One concludes that no bifurcations occur as a is increased 
to large values. Here we have assumed that the times of flight are equal and are both 
1r/w. This is so since one expects the solution leaving x0 to be very close to the steady 
state solution of the appropriate equation (2) or (3). These steady solutions are of size 
0(1/a) and both are approximately 90° out of phase with the force. Thus their phases 
match well at x = x0 • Their velocities also match well (to 0(1/a
2
)), due to the large 
damping. Since one expects the period one orbit to lie near these solutions on either 
side of x = xo, the modified time of ftight assumption seems reasonable. 
4.2. GENERAL CASE, DIGITAL SIMULATION 
The matching of solutions (4) and (S) described previously can be done easily on a 
computer. Initial conditions (to, y0) are set in I and the equation x+(t; to, Yo) then 
determines the motion until x(t) reaches xo again. The computer then solves for the xo 
crossing time, ttt using a simple Newton-Raphson method [24] on equation (18); t1 is 
used to compute the velocity from equation (19). The new time and velocity are used 
as initial conditions in x -(t; tt, y 1), which gives the motion exactly until x = Xo once more. 
The procedure is repeated at length to obtain a solution of equation (1). From this global 
time solution one easily obtains the iterates of the mapping P by recording the values 
of (t, y) at each x0 crossing for which y > 0. Note that this solution is considerably more 
accurate than the usual numerical solutions of ordinary differential equations [24], the 
only approximations being made at the x0 crossing points, which can be easily computed 
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to high precision. The analytical results from the previous section are verified by using 
this simulation. 
First one can verify equation ( 46), the simplified bifurcation condition at w = 2fln and 
a« 1. Taking values of w of 1·2, 1·4, 1·6 and 1·8 one sets w = 4w/(1 +w) = 2w" = 
2fln + 0 (a 2). The damping is then varied in small increments and the steady state solution 
observed. In this way one finds the actual bifurcation value to moderate precision. These 
values are then checked with those computed from equation (46). Table 1 and Figure 
7 show good agreement between the predicted and the actual bifurcation points. The 
times of flight are all found to be within 5% of values assumed on the basis of equation 
(40) with a« 1. 
TABLE 1 
Bifurcation values 
acr from acr from digital i, y (all are 
(I) w = 2w,. equation (46) simulation ±0·003) a 
1·2 2·182 0·063 0·066 ± 0·002 0·738, 0·605 0·07 
1·4 2·333 0·125 0·128±0·002 0·708, 0·554 0·16 
1·6 2·462 0·184 0·190±0·002 0·680, 0·512 0·26 
1·8 2·571 0·241 0·250±0·002 0·660, 0·475 0·37 
Figure 7. Bifurcation values of a vs. w for x0 = 0, f3 = 1 and w = 2w,.. Solid curve is theory (equation (46)). 
Error bars I from digital simulation at w = 1· 2, 1·4, 1·6 and 1·8. 
As a is lowered below the period doubling value, for parameter values w < 1·5, x0 = 0, 
w = 2fl"' one finds no further bifurcations. This is in contrast with the period doubling 
cascades found in many non-linear systems. When 61 becomes large, however, other 
bifurcations can occur. The limit w ...,. oo will subsequently be studied in detail. 
We now present an example using the more general bifurcation condition (44). Setting 
w = 4 (a stiffness ratio of 16) and a= 0·125, we solved equation (44) numerically to 
determine Wbif::;:2·26. Figures 8(a) and (b) show that the bifurcation actually occurs 
between w = 2·40 and w = 2·42. The error is due to the fact that the actual times of 
flight for the period one orbit near the bifurcation value differ from the assumed values 
by6% . 
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0 ·4 
I( X 
Figure 8. (a) Stable period one orbit at w = 2·40, a= 0·125, x 0 = 0, ~ = 1, and w = 4, from digital simulation; 
(b) stable period two orbit at w = 2·42, a= 0·125, ~ = 1, x0 = 0, and w = 4, from digital simulation. Both in 
projected phase plane (x, y ) . 
By using digital simulations, other subharmonic orbits are also found to exist. Figures 
9(a) and (b) show the coexistence of sing!e impact stable period one and stable period 
three orbits for xo=O, a =0·026, c;J =.Ji and w =3·5. We conjecture that the period 
three orbit appeared in a saddle-node bifurcation [21] and that an unstable period three 
orbit also exists at these parameter values. Analysis of this bifurcation is much more 
difficult since no reasonable assumption regarding the times of flight can be made and 
higher iterates of the mapping (multiple impacts) appear to be involved. 
1 
(b) 
('\ 
\1 
0 0 ·4 
X X 
Figure 9. Coexistence of stable period three and stable period one at w = Ji, a= 0·026, ~ = 1, x0 =0 and 
w == 3·5. {a) Period 3; (b) period 1. Both in projected phase plane (x, y ). 
4.3. THE IMPAcr LIMIT, ANALYSIS 
In the impact limit an important simplification occurs, since the time of flight during 
the impact is taken to be zero. This allows more analysis to be done on periodic orbits. 
We also rescale: x ..,. fjx, and take unit forcing amplitude. 
The return map for the impact oscillator is very similar to the one for the general 
system. From points 0 to 1 in Figure 4 one uses the impact limit, i.e., 
t1 =to, and Yt = -ryo. (49) 
From points 1 to 2 one uses the same mapping as described in the general case. Thus 
the mapping P still cannot be written down explicitly. As before, however, one can 
compute DP analytically. Moreover, in this limiting case one can compute periodic points 
corresponding to single impact, period n orbits directly. Such orbits correspond to those 
motions which strike the wall (the very stiff spring k2) and then remain in x < xo for 
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exactly 2Trn/w in time and then strike the wall again with the same velocity as the 
previous impact. The conditions for the existence of such an orbit are 
t2- to= 2Trn/ w, (50, 51) 
These two conditions allow one to compute the period n point (i, ji). First one writes 
equation (7), using equations (5), (50) and (51), to obtain 
o = -xor- + Ay1 +st(Br_ + Ayw) +ct(yr_-A&J), (52) 
where we have dropped the minus subscripts on y, 8, and n and where r: = 1 - E c ± aA, 
A-:::::.Es/11, E=e-1''ma./tJJ, s=sin(2Trnl1/w), and c=cos(2Trnl1/w). Next one writes 
equation (51) using equation (50) and the time derivative of equation (5) to obtain 
0 = Yt ( -1- r + rr+) + Arxo + Str( ywr+-Ac5)- Ctr(c5wr+ +A 'Y} (53) 
Since y 1 appears in a linear manner in both equations (52) and (53), it may be eliminated 
to obtain a single equation involving only t1 as an unknown (in the terms c1 =cos (wt1) 
and St =sin (wtt)): 
0 = (xo/ A)[rA 2 - r_f{J] +st[rywF+- Ac5r + (f/1/ A)(c5F_ + Ayw)] 
(54) 
where f/1 = 1 + r - rr +· Straightforward association of terms allows this equation to be 
written as 
0 =X +stY +ctZ, (55) 
which has a solution 
it= (1/w)[arctan (Y/Z) +arccos (-X/W)], (56) 
where W = JY2+Z2• This expression gives the time (i.e., forcing phase) at impact on 
the period n orbit. The velocity just after impact ji1 is then easily computed by using 
either equation (52) or equation (53). 
It is important to note that a solution obtained as described above only satisfies 
x(tt)=xo and i(tt)=-ri(t2). If the value of .Yt=i(tt) is positive, then the solution 
corresponds to a non-physical, or "penetrating" orbit [13]. The orbits for ji1 negative 
must also be checked since nowhere has one been assured that the desired x0 crossing 
is the first on the orbit. In fact, the above conditions can be satisfied after several x0 
crossings, for some parameter values. Care must be taken to determine which of these 
orbits are physically possible. 
Knowing the periodic point, one can now compute its stability. As before, one breaks 
the calculation of DP into two parts, from point 0 to 1 and from point 1 to point 2. Here 
[a(tt. Y•)J = [1 o ], and DP = [a(t2, Y2)][1 0 ], a(to, Yo) 0 -r o(tt. Yt) 0 -r (57, 58) 
where [a(t2, Y2)/o(tt. Yt)] was derived above in the analysis of the finite stiffness case. 
From this calculation one finds that DP has determinant 
D = (-rytfy2) e-2a<~-tol, (59) 
and trace 
T = [e-a<~-tol /IJy2][(N1 +rN2) sin (IJ(t2- to)) +11(yl- 'Y2) cos (IJ(t2- to))]. (60) 
Evaluating on a period n orbit gives 
J5 =r2E 1 and f=(E/fl.Yo)[(l+r)(co+xo)s-2,Yoflc], (61, 62) 
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where Yo = -ytfr and Co =cos (wto) =cos (wt.). Using equation (36) one can determine 
the eigenvalues and thus the stability of the period n point. The above analysis is quite 
general. 
In order to study this impact system in more detail we shall consider a special case in 
which the equations simplify significantly: we shall take a = 0 and x0 = 0 in what follows. 
This case corresponds to the wall being at the origin and there being no damping in the 
x < 0 motion. Note that the coefficient of restitution continues to provide an energy loss 
mechanism. 
Proceeding exactly as in the general case, one obtains a simplified version of equation 
(56): 
I 1 = (1/w) arctan [ +(1- r)(l- c)/{-(1 + r)ws}]. (63) 
Solving for y 1 yields 
(64) 
Note that requiring y1 <0 implies that w > 1; thus these period n single impact orbits 
do not exist for forcing frequencies below w = 1. The determinant and trace on this orbit 
simplify to 
- 2 - 2 2 2 D = r and T = [s (1 +r) (1-w ) -4rc(1-c)]/2(1- c), (65) 
respectively. It should be noted that in this case {} = 1, s =sin (21rn/w ), and c = 
cos (21rn/ w ). 
n=l 
I,;: 0·5 
i. ~n•2 An• 
r .... J. "~ JC' x· 
2 4 6 8 10 
1.1) 
Figure 10. Resonance curve IY'1l vs. w for simple impact period n orbits. Solid portions correspond to 
stable orbits, dotted portions correspond to unstable orbits. Parameter values are a= 0, x0 = 0, r = 0·8. 
Figure 10 shows a typical resonance curve for the impact oscillator with r = 0·8. The 
graph shows the magnitude of the velocity just after impact on period n orbits versus 
forcing frequency w. The solid part of the curves represent stable orbits while the dashed 
parts represent unstable ones. Penetrating orbits were eliminated by checking enough 
points on the orbit to be sure that t = t1 + 21rn/w was the first x = 0 crossing time. These 
curves, produced analytically, show much similarity to those produced numerically by 
Thompson [15, 16]. However, he also found multiple impact periodic orbits. 
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As before, I5 < 1, so that only A= ±1 bifurcations occur. Upon using equations (37) 
and (65) the A= ±1 bifurcation condition, written as a quadratic in r, becomes 
2 2 
(s2(1-w2)-2c(1-c)) 
1
_
0 r=Fr 2 2 +-. 
s (1-w )+2(1-c) 
(66) 
The requirement that this equation have a root between 0 and 1 shows that only the 
A = -1 case can occur. (This equation should be compared with equation (42) in the finite 
stiffness case.) Here r does not appear in the coefficients of the quadratic and the equation 
may be solved exactly for the bifurcation curves. The parameters in equation (66) are 
the forcing frequency w, the period of the orbit n, and, of course, the coefficient of 
restitution r. For each n one can vary w and record those roots of the quadratic which 
fall between 0 and 1. In this way one constructs, for each n, a bifurcation curve in r-w 
space. These curves are shown in Figure 11. A calculation, which is outlined in the 
Appendix, shows that the bifurcations are supercritical. Therefore one expects a stable, 
two impact, orbit of period 2n to appear just outside both edges of each stable period 
n region in Figure 11. 
w 
Figure 11. A = -1 bifurcation curves of single impact orbits for x0 = 0, fl = 1, and a= 0 in r-w space. Shaded 
regions are stable. 
The n = 2, 3, 4, ... regions of stable impact orbits appear to be nearly identical. They 
are approximately vertical strips centered at w = 2n. However, although the right side 
of the n = 1 region is similar to those for n > 1, the left side is much different. There 
exists a small region above r = 0·45 and just to the right of w = 1 in which the period 
one single impact orbit is unstable. At certain parameter values in this region there 
coexist stable two impact period two orbits (resulting from the flip bifurcation) and stable 
three impact period two orbits, both found by using the digital simulation explained 
below. Note that as w = 1 is approached from the right, the period one orbit is stable 
for all values of r < 1 (the unstable regions meet at w = 1, r = 1 and for r near 1 the 
stable region becomes very thin). As w passes through 1 into w < 1, period one orbits 
become no longer physically possible. 
Other multiple impact periodic orbits also exist in this system [15]. However, the 
analysis of their existence, stability, and the bifurcations from them requires numerical 
or approximate techniques, since the times of flight between each impact are not known 
explicitly. We now describe such a digital simulation for this system. 
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4.4. THE IMPACT LIMIT, DIGITAL SIMULATION 
The digital computer simulation of the impact oscillator is very similar to that for the 
finite stiffness case. One composes the linear solution (5) for x < x0 with the impact 
relationship (49) in a straightforward manner. In this case each iterate of P requires the 
solution of one (instead of the previous two) transcendental equation, for the time of 
impact with the wall. This digital simulation is the means by which we obtained the 
following results for the impact oscillator, including those in the following section, in 
which chaotic motions were observed. 
la) l b) 
-I 0 -1 0 
X X 
Figure 12. Period doubling of impact oscillator; r = 0·8, x0 = 0, {3 = 1, a = 0 and n = 3. (a) Stable period 
three orbit at w = 5·37; (b) stable period six orbit at w = 5·35. Both in projected phase plane (x, y). 
Here we present two typical periodic motions of this system. Figure 12(a) shows a 
stable period 3 orbit of single impact type found by the above analysis and generated 
by using the digital simulation. The parameter values are r = 0·8 and w = 6·63 (x0 = 0 
along with a = 0). These values near the bifurcation point r = 0·8, w::.: 6·635 determined 
from equation (66). Figure 12(b) shows a two impact period six orbit at r = 0·8, w = 6·65. 
This orbit appeared at the ftip bifurcation. The period three orbit is of course still present, 
but is now unstable. 
We next turn our attention to further bifurcations which cannot be studied analytically 
but require the use of the digital simulation. 
5. FURTHER PERIOD DOUBLINGS, HORSESHOES AND STRANGE ATTRACI'ORS 
5 .1. CASCADES OF PERIOD DOUBLINGS AND OTHER TRANSITIONS 
So far we have been able to find analytically single impact, period n motions and the 
bifurcations from them to period 2n double impact motions. The regions in Figure 11 
which have no stable single impact orbits will now be examined in greater detail. The 
following results should be compared with those of Thompson [15, 16]. 
In Figure 10 (with r = 0·8) the region between the stable n = 1 orbit and the stable 
n = 2 orbit lies in the range w::::: 2·6533 to w::::: 3·3535. Figure 13 shows the results of 
digital simulations in that range. The maximum displacement between each impact is 
plotted against w. One sees that the period one orbit undergoes further period doublings 
as w is increased. This cascade of period doublings is typical of many non-linear systems. 
Approximate bifurcation values of w were recorded and checked against the general 
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Figure 13. Bifurcation diagram between the stable n = 1 and n = 2 regions. Note period doubling sequence 
on the left and the transition and period doublings on the right. a= 0, {3 = 1, x0 = 0, r = 0·8, w = 2·65 to 3·36. 
Plot is of maximum x values in between impacts, xMAX vs. w. 
asymptotic result due to Feigenbaum [17, 18], 
r::o =I' Wj+2 -wi+t ~f I' r::o. = 4·669 roo _lm _lm r 1 ••• , 
J .... OO Wj+t-Wj J .... oo 
(67) 
which one expects to hold for period doubling cascades in contracting (D < 1) maps of 
this type [17]. Here wi is the bifurcation value from a period 21 orbit to a period 21+ 1 orbit. 
Although the first such number produced, Ft =4·76±0·05, is remarkably close to the 
expected limit, the succeeding two numbers appear to diverge and further numbers 
cannot be computed with sufficient accuracy (see Table 2). Nonetheless, there is clear 
digital evidence for an accumulation value, and orbits up to period 32 have been observed. 
TABLE 2 
Bifurcation values of w for period 21 -+ i+1, and 
resulting Feigenbaum numbers F1 [17, 18] 
j 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2·65335t 
2·7158±0·0001 
2·72890±0·00003 
2·73131 ±0·00003 
2·73175 ±0·00003 
t Known from equation (63). 
4·76±0·05 
5·4±0·2 
5·0±1·0 
Figure 14 shows some of the orbits in the period doubling sequence. Figure 14(a) 
shows a simple period one orbit in the projected (x, y) phase space at w = 2·64. Figure 
14(b) shows the same orbit as a fixed point in I (note that we have taken the variable 
t modulo 2'1T/w ). Figure 14(c) shows the period 2 orbit at w = 2·69, and Figure 14(d) 
shows. the orbit in I. The period doublings occur very rapidly with increase of w as 
shown, by the period four orbit of Figures 14(e) and (f) at w = 2·725 and the period eight 
orbits shown in Figures 14(g) and (h) at w = 2·731. 
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Figure 14. Period doubling sequence a = 0, x0 = 0, r = 0·8. (a) Period 1 orbit in (x, y), w = 2·640; (b) period 1 orbit in .!'; (c) period 2 orbit in (x, y ), 
w ~ 2 ·690; (d) period 2 orbit in .!'; (e) period 4 orbit in (x, y ), w = 2 · 725 ; (f) period 4 orbit in .I ; (g) period 8 orbit in (x, y ), w = 2 · 731; (h) period 8 orbit 
in:.!'. 
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Equation (67) implies that the bifurcation values accumulate in a geometric series and 
hence at some finite value, CdAcc. there is an orbit of "period tl"": i.e., a non-periodic 
orbit [17]. Based on the measured period doubling values of Cd one can predict an 
approximate value for the accumulation point of CdAcc:::: 2·732. 
However, the n == 2 solution, after its first period doubling for decreasing Cd, can undergo 
a different type of transition. As Cd is lowered and the period four solution develops, a 
point on the orbit becomes tangent at the origin and a degenerate impact occurs 
corresponding to a singular point for the mapping P. This will be discussed below. 
Thereafter, further bifurcations occur as shown in Figure 13 (including period doublings) 
until the solution appears to become non-periodic. 
Thompson [16] has shown similar results for the case r = 1, a~ 0, xo = 0. He studied 
the region between n = 4 and the n = 5 stable orbits using a similar digital simulation 
and found the same qualitative structure as shown in Figure 13. The "left" branch (n = 1 
in the present case, n = 4 in Thompson 's [16]) period doubles in a straightforward manner. 
The "right" branch (n = 2 here and Thompson's n = 5 [16]) doubles once to a double 
impact orbit. The orbit then passes through a singularity in the map and becomes a three 
impact orbit of the same period (period four (T = 8Tr I w) in this study); see Figure 13. 
Thereafter it appears to continue period doubling until non-periodic motions occur. 
The transition from the period four double impact orbit to a period four triple impact 
orbit is not a bifurcation in the usual sense, as encountered in smooth maps [21]. As 
pointed out earlier, our map is not "onto" and consequently has discontinuities associated 
with orbits which leave ~ and return at x = y = 0. The transition referred to above occurs 
precisely when the double impact orbit passes through x = y = 0. The nature of such 
transitions is determined by the particular map and its discontinuities and there is no 
general theory as in the case of "smooth" bifurcations [21]. However, clearly such 
transitions play an important role in the dynamics of piecewise linear systems and deserve 
further study. 
The behavior in the unstable bands between n = 2 and n = 3, n = 3, 4, etc., seems 
essentially the same as that in the first such band. 
5.2. THE EXISTENCE OF HORSESHOES 
In this section we taker= 1 (the dissipationless case). Orbits are considered as iterates 
of the mapping P and are shown as sequences of points in I. As in Figure 14, we take 
t mod 2Tr/(l), so that ann impact periodic orbit appears as a fixed point of the nth iterate 
of P, or as a cycle of n periodic points of P. 
The location and stability of the period one point (i, y) is known exactly: within the 
range w = 2·6533-3·3535 it is an unstable fixed point of saddle type for the mapping 
P. We now examine the stable and unstable manifolds of {i, y). 
The stable (W5 ) and unstable (W") manifolds are defined as those sets of points which 
are respectively forward and backward asymptotic to (i, y) under iterates of P: 
ws = {x E IIP"(x)-+ (i, y) as n-+ +oo}, W" = {xE IIP"(x)-+ (i, y) as n-+ -oo}. 
(68) 
Since the map is piecewise smooth, but discontinuous, these sets are themselves discon-
nected, but we continue to refer to them as manifolds, as in the usual case of smooth 
mappings [23, 25]. 
The digital simulations indicate that the stable and unstable manifolds intersect, in 
the dissipationless case, for all values of Cd for which (i, y) is unstable. Therefore a 
complicated invariant set, a Smale horseshoe, exists immediately after the bifurcation, 
but perhaps in some high iterate of P [25, 26]. 
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A simple introduction to the horseshoe and its implications for chaos in iterated maps 
such as the present one can be found in reference [14] or [23]. More complete mathemati-
cal treatments have been given by Moser [26] and Guckenheimer and Holmes [25]. The 
main conclusion one can draw from the presence of horseshoes is that the map possesses 
a complicated invariant set A which contains (a) a countable infinity of unstable periodic 
orbits, including orbits of arbitrarily long periods; (b) an uncountable infinity of bounded, 
non-periodic orbits, and (c) a dense orbit. The horseshoe acts as a "chaotic saddle point", 
since while most orbits approaching it eventually leave its neighborhood, they do so in 
a manner which is extremely difficult to predict. We shall return to the effects and 
physical implications of such invariant sets in the next section. 
For certain values of w above the accumulation value w Ace. we can clearly demonstrate 
a horseshoe for the second iterate of P, P2 • For example, Figure 15 shows a plot, 
generated by the digital simulation, of ws and W" for w = 2·8. In this case (r = 1) i = 7r/w 
and the reflectional symmetry about the line i = 7r/w should be noted. To see the 
horseshoe more clearly the area of interest is shown in Figure 16. The "primed" points 
Figure 15. W" (heavy line) and W 5 (light line) in the dissipationless case r = 1, a = 0, x0 = 0, and w = 2·8. 
Note transversal intersections. 
a=a' e=c' 
b= j' f=n' 
c= k' <;~•o' 
d=b' fl=d' 
0~--~----------~----------------~ 1511'"/16w rrlw 19r/16w 23r/16w 
t 
Figure 16. W" (heavy line) and w• (light line), as in Figure 15, showing region of interest and the horsesh~. 
Primed points are images of unprimed points under P2 • 
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are the images of the unprimed points. The segments oj and kn are approximate 
preimages of segments bg and fc. These segments were generated by approximating 
bg and fc ·by straight lines and iterating them twice under P-1 : i.e., once by P-2• (P-1 
is obtained in the digital simulation by simply running time backwards.) We define 
"horizontal" strips H 1 = adoj and H 2 = kncb along with "vertical" strips Vt = ahgb and 
V 2 = edcf. Then by considering the images of Ht and H2 under P
2
, we see that 
i = 1, 2, (69) 
and thus we have a topological horseshoe [25]. 
The invariant set A of points which never leave the two strips Hi under forward or 
backward iteration of P2 is obtained by intersection of all the images 
00 
A= n (P2t(Ht uH2). (70) 
n:;-«> 
It can be shown to be a Cantor set with the properties outlined earlier (cf. reference 
[14]). The hyperbolicity and persistence of the horseshoe will not be dealt with in this 
paper [25, 26]; cf. references [14] and [25]. 
5.3. CHAOTIC MOTIONS AND STRANGE ATTRACTING SETS 
In this final section we present a digital simulation for the parameter values xo = 0, 
a= 0, r = 0·8, and w = 2·8, for which an apparently persistent chaotic motion was 
observed. Similar motions appear to occur for large sets of parameter values in UJ ranges 
for which the period n single impact orbits are unstable. In Figure 17(a) we show a 
I·Or------,r------r------,-----, 
(a l (b) 
f 
Figure 17. (a) Strange attracting set at x0 = 0·0, a= 0, r = 0·8 and w = 2·8; (b) W" (heavy line) and ws · 
(light line) at the same parameter values. 
segment of a typical orbit of P containing 4000 points. Note that the orbit appears to 
lie on a well defined (set of ?) curves. Plotting the stable and unstable manifold of the 
saddle point (then= 1 orbit) in Figure 17(b) we see that this set of curves is indistinguish-
able from the unstable manifold. Similar observations have been made in many earlier 
papers (see references [14, 20, 25], for example). The conjecture that there is an attracting 
set equal to the closure of this unstable manifold is irresistible, but we have not been 
able to prove it in this case (it can be proved for the Poincare map of the Duffing equation 
[27]). However, even if it is true, Newhouse's work [28] shows that the attracting set 
may contain large, even infinite, sets of stable periodic orbits, so that it is not truly 
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chaotic, for in such a situation almost all orbits will be asymptotically periodic, albeit 
with very long periods. 
It is easy to establish the existence of an attracting set for the map P. We take the 
region R ={t, y!O~y ~L} in the cylindrical (27r/w periodic in t) phase space. If Lis 
taken sufficiently large, then we can show that P(R) c R, since a solution striking the 
wall x = 0 with velocity Yo > 0 at time to immediately thereafter leaves with velocity -ry0 
and next strikes the wall at the velocity 
Y2 = 
1 
1 
2 cos wto sin (t2- to)+ ( 
1 
w 2 sin wto- ryo) cos (t2- t0)- 1 
w 2 sin wt2 , -w -w -w 
(71) 
obtained from equation (5), with a = 0, {3 = 1 and t1 =to. Here t2 - t0 is the (unknown) 
time of flight. From equation (71), 
(72) 
and thus, provided r < 1, one has 
(73) 
if y0 is sufficiently large. We define the (closed) attracting set fl as the intersection of 
all forward images of R : 
00 
ll = n P"(R). (74) 
n=O 
(Note that points on the lower boundary y = 0 of R may not be mapped into the interior, 
so n might contain points on this boundary.) 
Now [l might simply be a fixed point or a periodic orbit, but as shown in the previous 
section, it can also contain horseshoes. In this situation we refer to it as a strange attracting 
set. The orbit shown in Figure 17(a) is asymptotic to such a set, but as remarked above 
there is no guarantee that such an orbit might not be eventually periodic: the attracting 
set might contain stable high period orbits (it certainly does, for some parameter values, 
if the period doubling sequences accumulate as described). 
In the case of one dimensional maps there is a fairly complete general theory and it 
has been shown that genuinely chaotic attracting sets, containing no stable periodic 
orbits, exist for large sets of such maps (cf. reference [17]). Unfortunately, very few 
results are available in the two dimensional case, and in general we have only digital 
evidence for the existence of strange attractors. The present example provides a little 
more evidence of this type. 
We end with the remark that, if we let energy losses in the impact become large, then 
the coefficient of restitution r tends to zero and the map becomes one dimensional (since 
the velocity y returns to zero after every impact). Such a map is more amenable to 
analysis than the full two dimensional map, and we plan to study it in a subsequent paper. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In this paper we have studied a periodically forced single degree of freedom non-linear 
oscillator. The non-linearity is piecewise linear and thus explicit solutions are known on 
each side of the point of discontinuity in slope, x0 • This allows one to consider the motion 
as iterales of a map P, each iterate corresponding to the state. crossing xo with velocity 
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y ;;e:O. Although P cannot be written out explicitly, and in fact is not "onto", one can 
compute its derivative DP, almost everywhere, i.e., except at points of discontinuity. 
In the case of finite stiffness ratio we have used DP, with a simple assumption (equation 
(40)) regarding the times of flight on each side of xo, to show that stable, single impact, 
period one orbits can undergo supercritical ftip bifurcations [21]. This results in the 
appearance of a stable, two impact, period two orbit. Digital simulations of the system 
verify the analysis and also demonstrate that other bifurcations occur. However, these 
do not seem amenable to direct analysis. Investigations using numerical techniques could 
be employed for further study of these bifurcations. 
When the stiffness ratio becomes large, the system is referred to as an impact oscillator 
[15, 16]. Using a simple impact rule, we have analytically found single impact orbits of 
period n and investigated their stability. Again, these single impact orbits undergo 
supercritical ftip bifurcations and stable, period two, double impact orbits appear. We 
then used a digital simulation to study further bifurcations of this system. Further period 
doublings were found to occur in an accumulating sequence [17, 18]. In the dissipationless 
case the existence of a complicated "chaotic" invariant set, a horseshoe, was demonstrated 
for the second iterate of the map P2 [25]. At a set of parameter values near those for 
which the horseshoe appears, a strange attracting set was observed. Orbits asymptotic 
to such a set are either non-periodic or of extremely long period. 
The results obtained for the impact oscillator show qualitative agreement with digital 
simulations done by Thompson [15, 16]. Also, recent experiments by Robinson (9], 
using a circuit to model equations of this type, show many similar features. Especially 
interesting are the transitions Robinson found which seem to correspond to the sin-
gularities of our mapping P. Preliminary experimental results of our own, using a 
cantilever beam with a non-linear boundary condition (cf. reference [12]), verify that a 
physical system with finite stiffness ratio does in fact exhibit period doubling as well as 
subharmonics of order three. Equation (1) provides a model for such behavior. 
This singular nature of the mapping P induced by solutions of equation (1) is of interest. 
Discontinuous maps arise in these piecewise linear systems as well as in other non-linear 
problems such as relaxation oscillations [1, 2]. Little is known of what occurs globally 
in such maps and further analysis should be done in this area. 
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APPENDIX: NORMAL FORM AND CENTER MANIFOLD CALCULATIONS 
We outline here the calculations which determine the types of flip bifurcation (sub-
or super-critical) which occur in the finite stiffness and the impact problems. 
Defining local variables, 
(Al) 
one can expand the mapping (20) near the period one point in a Taylor series, 
(A2) 
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or 
(
R(p)) 
p-+ DPp+ S(p) , 
where the derivatives are evaluated at the periodic point. A similarity transformation 
z= (;) =B-1p (A3) 
puts equation (A2) into diagonalized (or normal) form, 
z-+ ( Aot :) z+ (~~~))' (A4) 
where A1,2 are the eigenvalues of DP, B is the corresponding matrix of eigenvectors, and 
(
P(z)) = 8 _1 (R(Bz)). 
Q(z) S(Bz) 
(AS) 
At the bifurcation point A 1 = - i5 and A 2 = -1 (only flip bifurcations are considered here) 
so that 
- - 1 2 1 2 u-+-Du+P(u,v)=-Du+2PuuU +PuvUV+2PvvV +·· ·, (A6) 
V-+ -V+ Q(u, V)= -v +!OuuU2 + OuvVU +!OvvV 2 + · · · . (A7) 
Since ID I < 1 there is linear contraction (locally) in the u direction, but in the v direction 
behavior depends on non-linear terms. A local center manifold [29] given by 
u = h(v) (A8) 
exists on which the local behaviour can be reduced, by substituting equation (A8) into 
equation (A 7), to a one dimensional mapping, where w is the co-ordinate on h (v ): 
w-+-w+Q(h(w), w). 
Equations (A6)-(A8) combine to give a functional equation for h(v): 
h(-v +Q(h(v ), v )) + Dh(v)-P(h(v ), v) = 0. 
(A9) 
(A10) 
Expanding h (v ), P(u, v ), and Q(u, v) in Taylor series at the origin, one obtains, from 
equation (A10), 
h (v) = ((ll: '(;)) v 2 + O(lv 13). (All) 
Using equations (A9) and (All) one then obtains 
W-+ -w +!OvvW2 +[tOvvv +~OuvPvv/(1 +D)]w 3 +O(Iw/4), (A12) 
which governs the local behavior of the two dimensional map at the bifurcation point. 
The second iterate of equation (A12) is 
W-+ W -[!O~v +lOvvv +OuvPvv/(1 +D)]w 3 +0(/wj"\ (A13) 
from which one sees that the stability of w = 0 at the bifurcation point (which corresponds 
to the periodic point (i, y)) depends on the non-linear coefficient 
(A14) 
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For a < 0 w = 0 is weakly unstable and one has a subcritical flip bifurcation. For 
a> 0 w = 0 is weakly stable and one has a supercritical flip bifurcation [21]. Note from 
equation (A14) that it is sufficient to show that 
1 -30vvv + Ou.J'vv/(1 +D) >0 (A15) 
for supercriticality. 
The coefficient a depends on the terms Ovv' Ouv, Pvv and Ouvv· The first three are 
linear combinations of the second derivatives off and g and Ouuv is a linear combination 
of their third derivatives. The expressions for them are determined from equation (AS) 
and are quite lengthy. 
In order that these bifurcations be non·degenerate (cf. reference [25]) the eigenvalue 
passing through -1 must do so with non·zero speed as the parameters are varied. If the 
bifurcation curves for the finite stiffness case (Figure 6) and the impact oscillator (Figure 
11) are crossed transversally as the parameters change, then this non·degeneracy condi-
tion is met. 
We now outline the normal form and center manifold calculations and show the results 
for these two cases. 
GENERAL SYSTEM (FINITE STIFFNESS) 
Here we consider the case x0 = 0, a« 1, liJ = 2liJ,. = 2n,. + O(a 2) for simplicity. We also 
use the time of flight assumption given by equation (40). The second and third derivatives 
off and g can be computed analytically and evaluated to 0(a2). They are complicated 
expressions and are not given here. The transformation (AS) is greatly simplified here 
by using equation (45) to obtain, from equations (28)-(31) (at the bifurcation point and 
on the period one orbit), 
iJf/ iJto = ot2/ iJto = f, = -(fl+/ J2_) e - 2"'011"' + O(a 2) = -1 + O(a 2), (A16) 
of/ oyo = ot2/ ayo = {y = O(a2), 
iJg/iJto = iJy2/iJto = g, = [(Q~ -n!)/Q+/2-] e-2"'011"'No+O(a 2), 
iJg/iJyo = iJy2/8yo = gy = -(n_;n+) e-2"'011"' +O(a 2) = -15 +0(a 2) 
(A17) 
(Al8) 
(Al9) 
where J5 = e -•.,.,;"'. One sees that t is an eigendireetion (to be associated with v) and the 
similarity transformation B is given by 
B= [ 0 _ 1 ] 
1-D (D-1)/g, ' 
(A20) 
to order a 2 • The required terms in this case are 
!Ovv = y, +nf,y + (n 2/2){yy, Ouv = mfty +mn{yy, 
10uuu =V ut+ (n/2)/,'Y +(n 2 /2){ryy + (n 3 /6)/yyy, 
!Pvv = -(n/2m)/r~- (n 2 /m )fry- (n 3 /3m)/yy + (1/2m )g, + (n/m)gry + (n 2/2m)gm 
(A21) 
where m = 1 - J5 and n = g,/ ( 1 + I5) and all derivatives are evaluated on the periodic orbit. 
The coefficient a, given by equation (A14), was computed for a few values of w for 
w = lw,. and a given by equation (46). It should be made clear that the ~c\llation of a 
numerical value for a requires knowledge of the fixed ~int value (i, y). This ean be 
found only by use of the digital simulation. Thus the analytical work described above 
must be combined with results from the digital simulation in order to compute a. Table 
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1 shows values of a to O(a 2 ) for some sample values of w. In all cases a > 0, and the 
bifurcations are consequently supercritical flip bifurcations as shown in Figure 5(a). This 
analysis verifies only a few discrete points on the curves of Figure 6 and in no way 
guarantees that all of the flip bifurcations in this problem are supercritical. However, no 
examples of subcritical bifurcations were observed in the digital simulations. 
IMPACT OSCILLATOR 
For the impact oscillator we restrict our attention to the case Xo = 0, a= 0. Here the 
coefficient a can be computed with no approximation and without use of the digital 
simulation. This is so because (1) one can find the bifurcation point exactly by using 
equation (66), (2) the fixed point is known exactly from equations (63) and (64), and (3) 
the times of flight are known exactly. The required terms here involve all of the second 
and third derivatives of f and g; no simplifications occur as in the finite stiffness case. 
The matrix B is 
__ 1 r-1-f, -f}'J 
B- 2 2 
r -1 f,-r f>' 
and the required terms are 
}Ovv = k[ -(p/2)ftt- pqfyt- (pq 2 /2)/yy + ~gtt +qgyt + (q 2 /2)gyy], 
Ouv = k[ -pf,,- p(p +q ){yt- p 2q{yy + g,, + (p +q )gyt + pqgyy], 
~Ovvv = k[ -(p/6)/rrt- (pq/2)/rcy -(pq2 /2){ryy -(pq 3 /6){yyy 
+ ~gttt + (q/2)grty + (q 2 /2)g1yy + (q 3 /6)gyyy], 
~Pvv = k[(q/2)/u +q 2{ty + (q 3 /2)/yy- ~gtt -qgry- (q 2 /2)gyy], 
(A22) 
(A23) 
wherek = 1/{y(r2 -1),p = -(r2 -f,)/{y,q = (-1-f,)/{y,andallderivativesareagainevalu-
ated on the periodic orbit. Sample calculations were performed and the results are shown 
in Figure Al. As in the finite stiffness case, the bifurcations are supercritical flips. 
r 
Figure Al. Plots of In a vs. r, showing supercriticality for n = 1 and 2. 
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